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Scholarships unaffected by volume of freshmen
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
The size of the incoming freshman class
of 2015 will not affect the number of students who receive merit-based scholarships,
according to officials from the university's
Enrollment Services department.
Incoming students who qualify for one of
the university's four merit-based scholarships
receive the scholarship, even in cases where
class sizes are larger than what the university
normally deals with, such as with the class

of 2014.
"The awarding of scholarships is pretty
straightforward," said Andrea Frangi, assistant director of Enrollment Services for
undergraduate admissions.
Seattle U offers four merit awards for new
freshman students based off their high school
grade point average (GPA) and their SAT
or ACT scores. The merit scholarships are
awarded to incoming freshman at the time of
their enrollment, although potential students
are informed of their eligibility for a scholarship in their acceptance packet.

The majority of
freshmen qualify
for at least one
scholarship.
Janet Cantelon
Student Financial Services

our admission criteria,

qualify for at lease one
scholarship," said Janet Cantelon, director

of Student Financial Services, a branch of
Enrollment Services.
Freshmen who receive a merit-based
scholarship can renew their original scholarship for up to four academic years, provided
they maintain the university's standards. In
order to renew their scholarship at
Page
the beginning of the next year, a
Seattle U student must maintain
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'Nora' reverses Ibsen classic of love and identity

"Nora" is part of a
three part production series, though
Seattle U is only
running two out of
the Set. "Nora" has
only five characters
total and is mostly
an emotional character study on the
main character herself. Its partner production, "Miss Julie"
will run at the Lee
Center in tandem
with "Nora's" run in
its second week.
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Dance Marathon is something
of a tradition at Seattle University.
The annual fundraiser for Seattle
Children's Hospital is able to boast
a large number of participants and
volunteers every year.
The marathon features food,

Renata Opocznyski, assistant direcofstudent activities at SU, compares Dance Marathon to a carnival
—minus the roller coaster.
Typically, dancers raise
funds for the hospital by
Page
posting a page on helptor
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Eligibility key to maintain 4 year scholarships
Cover

�
For example, a freshman who receives the Bellarmine
Scholarship, worth $9,000 a year,
could receive up to $36,000 over
the course of four years at Seattle
U, provided they maintained the
minimum GPA and credit load.
On occasion, students do lose
their merit-based scholarships, often for poor academic performance.

Student financial services,
which is technically responsible
for bestowing scholarships upon
students, monitors the academic
performance of every individual
receiving a scholarship over the
course of an academic year.
In the spring, the office assesses

whether each student is eligible to
renew his or her scholarship for
the next year. When students have
fallen below the university's scholarship standards and will no longer
receive their scholarship, they receive a letter of notification.

If you meet the criteria,
you will receive

a scholarship.
Janet Cantelon

Student Financial Services
"We give them a chance to appeal," Cantelon said. "Usually there

is

an

issue that has caused them to

students," said Melore Nielsen,
dean of Admissions for Seattle U.
Therefore, a sophomore, junior
or senior whose GPA and course

become so distracted from their
schoolwork."
Students are personally responsible for monitoring whether or
not they themselves are meeting
Seattle U's scholarship standards.
In recent memory, officials from
Student Financial Services have
only contacted one student, under
special circumstances, to inform
that individual they would lose
their scholarship if they continued
on their current path.
Once a student has lost their
merit-based scholarship, they remain ineligible for that scholarship
for the remainder of their Seattle
U career.
"Merit scholarships are given
to new freshmen and new transfer

Ted Fortier inducted
as new A&S chair

A student who loses
a scholarship may

not earn it back.

load eventually rose

to meet

the

university's scholarship criteria
could

not receive a

merit-based

scholarship.
According

to Cantelon and
Nielsen, the size of incoming
freshmen classes has nothing to

do with students who lose their

scholarships.
The university does not take
aid away from current scholarship
holders in order to have enough
money to award scholarships to
incoming freshmen.
The university informs students
of their eligibility for a particular
scholarship when they offer them
admission, and so they can estimate
how much scholarship money they
might need to award before they
know the official incoming freshman class size.
"The way it works now, if you
meet the criteria, you will receive a
scholarship," Cantelon said.

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Dance Marathon offers
priority registration as
prize in raffle to raise
money for charity
Fourth annual dance marathon set to break previous records of

money raised and volunteers committed'

Cover

collect donations through.

Opoczynski

encour-

ages students and faculty to attend dance marathon and
bid in the silent auction, promising
great prizes.
This year, the Dance Marathon team
has introduced a new method of fundraising, a campus wide raffle. For $5,
students and/or faculty can purchase a
raffle ticket that would enter them in a
drawing to win several exciting prizes.
There are two raffles, one geared toward freshmen, sophomores and juniors
and the other toward seniors, staff and

faculty.
The prize in the latter drawing is a
substantial gift card at one of several
restaurants,

Joe Dyer

|
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Fortier will explore the rich history and continuing relationships between the Jesuits and
indigenous peoples. He has set an ambitious agenda involving a variety of events and guest
speakers, and covering such topics as: history of the Jesuit encounters with the indigenous
in the Northwest; today's indigenous spiritual leaders of the Northwest.

including Stanford's and

Maggie Bluffs, and a one night stay in
the Westin Hotel.
The raffle geared toward underclassmen is the one that has been generating
some concern on campus. While some of
the prizes include iTunes gift cards, the
grand prize in this drawing is priority
registration, which will be awarded to
three students.
There has been student concern that
this prize essentially offers priority registration to the highest bidder, and could
make registration more difficult for older
students with more immediate scheduling needs.
"Well, money is involved, so someone with more money has more of an
opportunity, which I don't think is very
fair. I don't have the money to buy a
ticket," said sophomore English major
Dalyce Lazaris.
Lazaris's concerns are echoed across
campus, but Opoczynski has reservations
in accepting these claims, and welcomes
the funds raised.

"I can understand concerns, but I
have to argue that the registration process already isn't as smooth as it could
be," said Opoczynski.
The priority registration was initially
planned to be offered as a prize during
the silent auction, but Opoczynski and
officials at Seattle Children's Hospital
were wary to do so, believing that the
prize was too valuable to be sold at a
silent auction, and held some reservations about selling the priority registrations.

Opoczynski believes distributing

the tickets via raffle eliminates issues of
unfairness.
Those selling tickets are independently charged with the responsibility
of maintaining their own sales records
for the tickets, so the amount of money raised in the raffle system was not
available at the time of publication,
though Opoczynski notes that she had
already sold 11 tickets, she added that
tickets will be sold until the day of the
marathon.
"[We will do the raffle again next
year] depending on how successful it
could be. It also depends on what could
be donated," said Opoczynski.
However, the Dance Marathon has
raised supplemental funds in the past
by "canning" at basketball games and
hosting a silent auction. All proceeds go
to the Seattle Childen's Hospital.
The hospital helps raise funds for research and treatment by facilitating the
creation of guilds, groups of volunteers
who work together to raise funds for
the hospital. Seattle University has long
contributed through its personal guild,
the Seattle University Dance Marathon

Guild.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
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Approval for Bike Share rolls to completion
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
It should soon be a little easier for
non-drivers to get around Seattle as
ASSU's newest project, the Seattle
University Bike Share, is growing close
to implementation. With the acronym
"SUBS," the program, according to a
resolution released by ASSU, aims to
provide a fleet of uniform and identifiable bicycles, a dedicated bike rack,
shop space for maintenance and repairs, and a yearly operations budget for
the program.

Taking leadership initially

over

the program would be ASSU partnered with Natural Leaders for
Environmental Justice.
Natural Leaders could not be reached
for comment.
The Bike Share would be available to
the campus community, students and
staff. According to the resolution, the
stated mission of the program is to "promote alternative forms of transportation
and awareness of sustainability efforts ...
to form bike culture on campus."
According to Keelan Hooper, ASSU's
internal chief of staff, the Bike Share is
drawing ever closer to implementation.
"It has gathered a great deal of student
support, and the support of several departments on campus. The university
treats sustainability as a constant priority
in all its projects, and is always exploring
transportation options."
This makes the bike share a natural
fit on campus. Hooper explains that
ASSU is still exploring locations for the
bike share, as well as other logistics, and
as of yet there is no launch date set for
the program.
The program's resolution states an allotted 20 bikes will be available at Seattle
U. The Bike Share isn't free instead it
stipulates a membership fee as well as a
damage deposit, as well as a rental package which includes helmet, lock and key,
bike and safety reflectors.
ASSU quotes the results of a student survey of 125 students at Seattle
U that measured the likelihood they'd
-

participate in a bike share program and
whether they would check bikes out over
night or not.
Twenty-eight percent of surveyed students said they would very likely use the
bike share, while 26 percent said it would
be very unlikely. Fifty-six percent of respondents said they would be interested
in checking bikes out overnight. Fortynine percent said they would use the bikes
to travel one to five miles, and 22 percent
for five to 10 miles.
A variety of campus clubs and organizations have come together to work
on the Bike Share project. In addition
to ASSU and Natural Leaders, the newest campus partner to join is the Seattle
University Bike Club.
The groups have put in hundreds of
hours since September on the design and
implementation of this program, according to Hooper, with the goal of customizing the program to best fit the needs and
resources ofSeattle U.
According to Hooper, the Bike Share
program at Seattle U will function as a
collection of bicycles and supporting infrastructure made available to the campus
community in a manner similar to how
the ORCA Cards are currently available,
"as a more sustainableand exciting method
of transportation around the Capitol Hill
and Seattle area."
Seattle University is not the first campus to implement a bike sharing program.
Berkeley, Yale and Princeton have established programs, and many governments
have implemented city-wide bike sharing
programs, with an estimated 200 programs
in operation worldwide. According to the
Daily Cal at Berkeley, students are able
to rent bikes for two days for $2 and for
three days starting on Fridays for $3. One
of the earliest community bicycle program,
was started in Amsterdam, providing free

bicycles.
Within a month all the bikes had been

stolen, and current bike sharing programs
usually use memberships and security
mechanisms to

ensure

Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator

protection.

Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com

The new Bike Share program will offer up to two dozen bikes available at dispensers
throughout campus. Students may check out bicycles to ride home or to and from
classes on and off campus.

Tim Wilson resigns position in Student Activities
ASSU faculty adviser Renata Opoczynski will serve as
interim director until spot is filled
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
After conducting a nationwide search, the department
of Student Development has
hired a new assistant to the vice
president for Assessment and
Resource Management, filling the position from within
the Seattle U community. Tim
Wilson, the current director of
Student Activities, will take over
his new position on Mar. 1.

Tim Wilson will take

over his new position
March 1 after 4 years

in Student Activities.

"I'm looking forward to this
new chapter," said Wilson. "This

is an

opportunity

more

students."

to

help many

Wilson will work on assessing
programs within the department
Student Development, monitoring and tracking the various programs and outcomes associated
with each program.
"We want to have the best investment for the most students,"
Wilson said.
As director of Student
Activities, Wilson oversaw a
staff that provides programming
to serve the campus community, including bringing speakers and other programs to campus. Assistant director Renata
Opoczynski will become the interim director until the position
is filled in July.
"He brought a lot to Student
Activities," Opoczynski said.
"His understanding of diversity
of programming and assessing
student needs and meeting them
will be missed."
Although she realizes the

loss his appointment will be to
Student Activities, she believes
it will be a great gain for the
Student Development department and personnel there.
"He has been a tremendous

Opocyznski believes
Wilson will be a great

gain for Student
Development.

on assessment, measuring the
impact we have of students' lives
from our programs," said Jacob
Diaz, vice president for student
development. "He has great experience, knows the institution,
and has an understanding of research and assessment."
Through the position, Diaz
expects that Wilson will be able
to help serve students even better, and make the best use of
resources the department has
to

offer.

"His position will help demour programs, and will
enhance our ability to put our
onstrate

mentor, and has helped me grow
and develop as a young professional," Opoczynski said.
Wilson will serve on the leadership team for the department
of Student Development, working closely with the director and
other members of the leadership
team. Although the position is
not new, it has been restructured
to include the assessment aspect,
something those in the division
are excited to now see included.
"He will be our lead person

His position will help
demonstrate the
impact of upcoming

best foot forward," Diaz said.
In adjusting the position with
an emphasis on assessment, Diaz
wanted someone dedicated to
the position and assessment,
especially at a time when many
universities have a department
or position already dedicated to
such a task.
"With the new focus on accreditation and assessment,
Wilson will contribute positively
to the university being able to
focus on student learning," Diaz
said. "This will be key for student development."
Although Patrick Rossman,
assistant director of programming for Student Activities
worked with Wilson for only
one year, he speaks highly of the
success and growth he saw under
Wilson in that time.
"He has been a great supervisor

programs.
Jacob Diaz

Student Development

and I've enjoyed working

with him," Rossman said. "He
has always been approachable
and will always have the best interest of students in mind."

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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be linked to a specific terrorist
activity.
Without the three provisions,
said Senate Intelligence Committee
Chairman Dianne Feinstein,
D-Calif., "our law enforcement
and intelligence agencies would
lack important tools to protect this
nation."
But from the inception of the
Patriot Act in the days after the
Sept. 11 attacks, the increased surveillance powers have been subject
to scrutiny and criticism from both
conservatives and liberals who say
they violate free speech rights and
rights against unwarranted searches
and seizures.
to

Spec of the week
Senate votes to extend
Patriot Act Provisions
The Senate on Tuesday voted
extend for 90 days the legal life
of three post-Sept. 11 terrorismfighting measures, including the
use of roving wiretaps, that are set
to expire at the end of the month.
The short-term extension gives
lawmakers a chance to review the
measures that critics from both the
right and left say are unconstitutional infringements on personal
liberties.
The Senate voted 86-12 a day
to

after the House agreed to extend
the three provisions, including
two from the 2001 USA Patriot
Act, until Dec. 8. The two chambers must now agree on a common

approach.
The measures include the au-

thority to initiate roving wiretaps
on multiple electronic devices and
the authority to obtain court-approved access to business records
considered relevant to terrorist investigations. The third "lone wolf"
provision, part of a 2004 law, permits secret intelligence surveillance
of non-U.S. individuals not known

The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

facebook.com/
se attleubookstore
Gain access to exclusive weekly specials and discounts,
student employment opportunities, bulletins
and other important announcements.

Two community
leaders nominated
for national service
competition
Students recognized for service projects
at home and abroad in Africa
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer

people reducing their water usage helps decrease stress on wa-

ter sheds which we all share,"
Seattle University attempts to Jornlin said.
instill, among others, the value of
The other student nominee,
social justice. The school's curMcGinn, also manages a project
riculum is designed to encourage that handles water, but in a much
students to become actively in- different way. McGinn, a comvolved in their communities, and munications major and global
to work to better the situations
African studies minor, has foof less fortunate beings around cused her project on Darmang,
the world.
a community of about 2,000
Two Seattle U students, people in Ghana.
McGinn first visited the rural
sophomore Emma Jornlin and
senior Jourdan McGinn have town to teach primary school after
been nominated for a Students graduating from high school. She
in Service award.
developed close connections with
The Students in Service the people she met while teaching.
Award is a collaborative partShe returned to Darmang in 2010,
nership between Washington reconnecting with those people she
Campus Compact, a collection had devoted so much of her time
of different universities across to helping.
the state that works to further
"Project: Darmang" is a coopcivic good, and Imperium, an
organization that works to further the civic projects of college
Jornlin and McGinn
students.
Jornlin and McGinn have have both founded
both founded projects that bring
Seattle U students together to projects that
achieve good, either at home or

achieve good.

abroad.

I used to take a 10
minutes shower and

now [the volunteers]
are down to 3 or 4.

erative effort between McGinn's
group, the World Water Partners
and the community of Darmang.
She hopes to bring a source of clean
water to the village with the help of
different organizations like Rotary

International.
Emma Jornlin
Sophomore

Jornlin's

project is a water
challenge she hopes
will continue to grow on campus. The premise is simple; she
is challenging Seattle U students
to cut down on water usage by
cutting down their shower time.
This quarter, Jornlin's challenge is limited to the roughly 30
volunteers, though she hopes to
expand campus wide this spring.
"It's been really exciting, I
used to take a 10 minute shower
and now I'm down to three or
four," said the environmental
studies major.
Jornlin's challenge aims to
help conserve water in a world
where fresh water is becoming
conservation
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increasingly scarce resource.
According to her, it is one that
needs to be used wisely to ensure
an

its presence in future generations.
Jornlin's nomination for the
Students in Service Award is in
recognition for the amount of
work she has put into her project
and to foster her commitment to
service moving forward.
"I'm passionate about making
a difference in the community,

"Most of the people in Darmang
are farmers, and during the dry season they [usually] have to walk for
more than three hours to get water. This means three hours away
from the farm or if they send their
kids, three hours out of school,"
McGinn said.
McGinn hopes to maintain her
commitment to service, even after
she graduates. She explains that
she is driven by the idea of helping others and hopes to continue
doing charitable work for the rest
of her life.
McGinn and Jornlin are competing with several other nominees
across the state, all of whom have
dedicated themselves to a charitable good. The grand prize for
the Students in Service award is
a $5,000 scholarship, though the
award pool totals $25,000, with
other financial prizes being distributed. Matching grants are also
awarded to ensure the future success ofstudents' charitable projects.
"What I like about this award is
that it is recognizing anyone who
is doing good work," McGinn said.
"Good luck to [Jornlin] and the
rest of the competitors."
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
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SU distance learning reaches out
College of Education attempts to expand its educational
resources by offering online distance courses
Emma Nauman
Volunteer Writer
Some may not view Seattle University as
the most technologically advanced institution, but members of the executive team are
trying to rewire that thinking.
Seatde U has begun to look into online
learning adding a Jesuit focus to the phenomenon of'distancelearning.'
"We began to consider [online educa-

Seattle University wants to
find ways to reach more

and more students and

expand our courses.
Charles Lawrence
Associate Provost

tion] in the past two years, very informally,

said associate provost Charles Lawrence.
"We want to find ways to reach more students and expand courses.
Online education has been around at
Seattle U for longer than that, however.
In 2005, Sharon Callahan, associate
dean for Academic Programs and Student
Life in theSchool of Theology and Ministry
started the first, and to her knowledge, the
only online course, "Women, Spirituality,
and Leadership."
This course was "pre-packaged"

operating mainly through PowerPoint,
threaded discussion and written contributions. The School ofTheology and Ministry
still offers some online courses, although
they are "not what might be called online,"
according to Callahan.
"We have students from Alaska and
Idaho accessing classes taught here on campus," she said. These students use Angel and
simultaneous video conferencing to attend
lectures, at least virtually.
Another pre-existing program is operated by the College of Education, and provides adult learning classes. These courses
are designed to train educators, and offer a
wide range ofclasses designed to do so, such
as middle school mathematics and Parents
as Partners in Schooling.
The developments of these classes has
been a focal point for Seattle U, and professors interested in teaching an online course
turn to the Jesuit Distance Education

Network,

or

JesuitNET.

This website created Competency
Assessment in Distributed Education
(CADE), a course designed to teach the
teachers how to successfully integrate online
education with Jesuit pedagogy.

Greg Magnan, marketing professor,

that "it's a process to do course deand
that in completing the CADE
sign,"
program, professors gain an insight into the
experience of being a student in an online
situation, making them all the more sensitive to their students requirements.
"The CADE system has offered us a way
of preparing courses," said Callahan. "It's a
valuable course," she said, though also missing some faculty support, attributing this to
the amount of time it takes to complete.
states

Magnan, who will be teaching MBA
518 (operations management) online this
spring, as well as a summer elective course
on the web, thinks that the new option
for online study will be more convenient
for students. He also notes the need for the
school to progress with technology, stating,
"Like all organizations, we need to innovate ... [online teaching] forces us to utilize

technology."
Maganan also

Emma may be reached at
naumanal@seattleu.edu

typical of politics, while at the same time pressing Republicans
join him at the negotiating table.
"I expect that all sides will have to do a little posturing
on television and speak to their constituencies and rally their
troops," he said. "But ultimately what we need is a reasonable,
responsible and initially probably somewhat quiet and toneddown conversation about, 'all right, where can we compromise
and get something done.'
Obama at one point overstated the achievements of his
budget, asserting that by the middle of the current decade
annual federal spending would match annual revenues. "We
will not be adding more to the national debt," he said.
But his budget shows deficits as well as debt increasing every
year through 2021, and the president later had to clarify. The
balance in spending and revenue, he said, applied only to the
smaller "discretionary" portion of the budget, not to interest
on the national debt or to rising health care costs in Medicare
to

Defending his new budget as one of "tough choices,"
President Barack Obama said Tuesday that more difficult deciMedicare, Medicaid
sions about the nations biggest expenses
and Social Security
will have to be tackled by Democrats
and Republicans acting together, not by White House dictates.
"This is not a matter of, 'you go first, I go first,'" he said.
"It's a matter ofeverybody having a serious conversation about
where we want to go and then ultimately getting in that boat
at the same time so it doesn't tip over."
The president pitched his $3.73 trillion budget as a balance of spending on needed programs and significant reductions that would cut the deficit by $1.1 trillion over 10 years.
The budget includes a mix of spending freezes on domestic
programs, pay hike suspensions for federal civilian workers and
new revenues from increased taxes on the wealthy and on oil
and gas producers.
But Obama's deficit relief is far more modest than that detailed by his fiscal commission, which in December proposed
measures that would mop up four times as much red ink. Unlike
his blue-ribbon group, the administration's budget does not address structural changes in Social Security or Medicare, the two
largest items in the federal budget.
"Look at the history of how these deals get done," Obama
said Tuesday. "Typically it's not because there's an Obama plan
out there. It's because Democrats and Republicans are committed to tackling this in a serious way."
At times defensive, Obama used his news conference to offer
his own tutorial on how Washington works.
He voiced exasperation at what he said was the capital's impatient culture and its insistence on immediate results. He said he
faced the same demands on health care, the military's don't-ask,
don't-tell policy on gays, and on the uprising in Egypt.
"There's a tendency for us to assume that if it didn't happen
today, it's not going to happen," he said.
He also pulled the curtain back on the partisan positioning
—

—

compassion
John Beaton

that online education "reduces the requirements of a physical footprint." Sharon Callahan is also
pleased with the advent of distance learning at Seattle U, saying, "for the School
of Theology and Ministry, how to ensure
online learning includes a community of
learners and education of the whole person
is our biggest challenge." Thus far she is
happy with the results.
Tech-sawy undergraduates may be disappointed to hear Lawrence state he doesn't
foresee an undergraduate degree made
available online.
However, the assistant provost does say
"we're going to see more online content in
undergrad classes." Lawrence affirms that
the school will "work with faculty to develop more online resources." The school is
also working to phase out Angel, as early as
fall of 2012. Seattle U students can also be
sure that this will not be the end oftechnological advances in learning.
Lawrence says, "with the advancing
of technology we will probably be more
comfortable and have higher expectations
with online education," adding that he feels
there is great potential for online education
to "support the mission statement and expand ability to educate students."
notes

President Obama announces budget
to cut deficit by $1.1 trillion
Ben Feller
Associated Press

Urban
poverty forum
demands

and Medicaid.
Stopping the basic functions of government could damage
the economic recovery, he said.
"I think it is important to make sure that we don't try to
make a series of symbolic cuts this year that could endanger the recovery," he said. Obama said cutting too deeply in
Washington could prompt thousands of layoffs in state and
local governments, which would hurt the economy.
"The key here is for people to be practical and not score
political points," he said. "That's true for all of us."
Obama's budget aims to cut the deficit in part with tax
increases, including eliminating tax breaks for oil and gas
producers, which have failed to win support before under
a Democratic control Congress. The measures face an even
tougher challenge now that Republicans control the House
of Representatives.
"I continue to believe I'm right," he said, when asked why
he relied on previously defeated proposals. "So we're going
to try again."
The editor may be reached at news@su-spectator.com

Staff Writer
Walking the streets of any given metropolitan area, poverty stands out as visible issue.
Whether it is the individual panhandling on the
street for spare change or a single parent working
two jobs just to support their kids, the affects of
they aren't going
away any time soon.According to the National
Poverty Center, "in 2008, 15.45 million children,
or 20.7 percent, were below the poverty line."
These poverty levels affect everyone and often
leave people that are affected isolated and destitute. On Feb. 13 the fourth annual urban poverty
forum gathered at the town hall in downtown
Seattle to address these same issues.
This forum, according to the organization officials, "exists to open a dialogue about the systemic
issues surrounding urban poverty and to unite a
diverse community of care working together to
address the problems the poorest among us face
every day."
This year there were many different speakers
coming from various backgrounds to discuss varying topics concerning this matter. All of them,
however, had the similar characteristics of empathy and compassion towards the people affected
by this issue. Strong arguments and compelling
evidence were brought forward in a succession of
presentations. All of this data however is meaningless unless there are people who not only
recognize the gravity of it, but also know how
to change those numbers through tangible realworld action.
This is the hope of forums such as these; that
people with the aim to do some good are able to
connect with each other and hopefully act upon
the information that is exchanged. Professor A.
Daktari Alexander, assistant professor ofcriminal
justice, supported this notion regarding the principal aim and purpose of these forums.
Alexander himself also gave a presentation at
this forum regarding race and crime and how a
"disparity" has arisen given the disproportionate
amount ofAfrican Americans in prison relative to
their population ratio within certain societies, in
this case Washington and Seattle. Other presentations included the effect of urban planning on
minorities and the poor, immigration and international interaction, and spiritual considerations
behind these effects and the decisions made to
alleviate them.
The general theme that could be taken from
this forum is one of exposition and action.
However, there seemed to be more consideration
for the former rather than the latter. Alexander
said that he too wished to see more discussion
regarding what can be done about these issues.
Alexander commented further by stating how
perhaps the forum should have told attendees
how they can get involved and what agencies
could facilitate that action. However, Alexander
also commented that if students are interested
in this issue, and would like to do something
to help those affected by it, they have plenty of
opportunities and resources available to them
to do so.
He went on to say that students could become educated about the problem so as to better understand it, and also get involved in local
programs that deal specifically with this.
"There are a lot of organizations looking
into the problem of poverty," Alexander said.
Therefore students have ample choices when
picking an organization that helps people that
have little choice at all.
poverty are all around us and

John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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Pregnancy, eating disorders compound issues
Cameron Drews

Staff Writer
The issue of pregnant women
with eating disorders has perhaps
never crossed the minds of many,
but that's exactly why Dr. Brenda
Broussard considers her research to
be extremely important.
During her presentation last
Friday, she explained that this issue
flies under the radar for a number
of reasons, the main one being that
people with eating disorders often
struggle to find the right opportunity to discuss the problem with
their doctors.
"If someone has had an eating
disorder for a long time, they're often waiting for someone to ask them
about it," she said.
Many of the women in her study
were relieved to finally be able to
face their issues head-on and to have
someone listening to what they had
to say.
If mothers either don't get the
chance or simply choose not to discuss their eating disorders during
the pregnancy screening process,
then it's likely that the issue will go
unaddressed.
"Also, if it gives the impression

that you're doing something harmto your baby, then you might
not be willing to talk about it," said
ful

Broussard.
She began looking into this issue
after receiving her bachelor's degree
at the University of Washington and

got a job at Swedish Medical Center.
She already knew a great deal about
eating disorders at the time and was
workingprimarily in labor and delivery at Swedish. Naturally, she decided
to combine the two areas of study
and attempted to obtain a research
grant from the National Institute of
Health. Unfortunately, she claims to
have been rather rudely rejected by
NIH and had to limit her early research to eating disorders alone.
It wasn't until later that she was
able to focus on what she believed to
be a serious issue: the combination
of pregnancy and eating disorders.
She received a small research grant
from the Seatde University College of
Nursing and has already completed a
good portion of her study.
During her early days at Swedish,
she noticed that many pregnant
women's healthrecords did not mention a history of eating disorders even
if the women later admitted in the
midst of postpartum depression that
such a history did, in fact, exist. These
findings indicate that the problem
might rest in the screening process,
and pregnant women with eating
disorders either aren't asked about it,
are asked about it in such a way that
they don't feel comfortable bringing
it up or are simply too embarrassed
to discuss the matter.
Surprisingly, Bulimia Nervosa in

particular

is not a

weight-loss issue.

Therefore, if the problem isn't addressed early on, then the physician
might not notice peculiarities.

"They look their normal weight,"
she said (of women with bulimia),
"or even a bit 'fluffier' than usual."
As of yet, her research is mainly
focused on numbers snf how many
ofthese women exhibit eating disorder symptoms, how many have been
formally diagnosed, how many breast
feed, how long they might refrain
from their harmful behaviors during
pregnancy. But she's really interested
in what can be done to better this
situation.
To sum up her concerns, she said,
"It looks to me like many women
show symptoms of eating disorders
and aren't having their needs met
during pregnancy."
There were several nurses and
nurse practitioners at the discussion and many of them agreed with
Broussard's points. It was mentioned
that the effectiveness of the screening
process has a lot to do with how the
questions are asked. For example, a
woman might not claim to be bulimic if she has never been formally
diagnosed. It's also something that
needs to be asked about and then
checked in on frequendy.
Much of the audience agreed that
Broussard still has a lot of work to
do. She has written an article on her
earlier findings that is currendy under review by a journal, but she plans
to continue raising awareness as her
body of work expands.
Sy Bean

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
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Dr. Brenda Broussard is one of a few researchers dedicated to learning
about the effects of eating disorders in pregnant women.

AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF THEOLOGY
Vanesa Giselle Hernaiz, M.A.P.S.
Bible Teacher and Social Conference Speaker, La Puente, California

LESSON LEARNED: What God has destined to be will come to pass, regardless of your

MY STORY: I left my home country of Argentina to come to a different land with a very
different culture. I planned to stay in America for two years, and then return home. But God
had other plans.
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Circle K helps out at Seattle's Braille Library

Joe Dyer | The Spectator

Last Saturday Feb. 12 the Seattle U chapter of Circle Kiwanis spent the day at Seattle's Braille Library organizing its selection of audio books. Students spend hours organizing
thousands of Braille books and audio books for use by handi-capable blind citizens.
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public
safety
reports

the spectator
recommends

Theft
Feb. 9,11:10 a.m.

A student reported an unauthorized use of bank debit card
off-campus. The Seattle Police
Department is following up on
the incident.

RVTn

modern Filipino-American culture by featuring
live entertainment, a theatrical skit and dances,
authentic Filipino cuisine, shopping at the Sari
Sari store and a chance to win prizes in the raffle
drawings. The event will begin at 5:30 p.m. in
the Campion Ballroom.

music

jffm Shabazz Palaces

Theft
Feb. 9, 5:20 p.m.

P3THI THEATRE

BCTI Nora

Take part in the flourishing Seattle hiphop scene by seeing Shabazz Palaces and Thee
Satisfaction at Neumo's. Although Seattle has
always been known as a center for new music,
this has recently grown to include hip-hop artists
as well, and this brings together two of the best.
Doors open at 8 p.m.

A student reported a coat and
room key stolen off-campus. Facilities was contacted for a lock
change.

I

Auto Prowl
Feb. 9, 5:20 p.m.

Based on "A Doll's House" by Henrik Ibsen,
"Nora" chronicles the nature of love, eroticism
and death in the fragile relationship between
men and women, by telling the story of one
woman's marriage and what it says about societal
norms. Doors open at 7:30 and the show will
run until Feb. 27.

GROUNDS

I Backyard

A Connolly Center guest reported
items taken from a car located
on 15th Ave. Entry was gained
through a broken window, and
the Seattle Police Department is
following up.

fTTJTfI

Bird Count

|?rn|

Celebrate your day off ofclasses by hearing
the authors discuss their book "Fortunate Sons:
The 120 Chinese Boys Who Came to America,
Went to School, and Revolutionized an Ancient
Civilization." The book chronicles the story
of Chinese students who came to America to
study, before returning home to help bring
reform and change to the country they had
left behind. The event will begin at 7 p.m. at

CULTURE

Mm Barrio Festival
This year's event will showcase traditionaland

Public Safety received a report of
an object being thrown from an
unknown window in Bellarmine.
Public Safety recovered a broken
wine bottle.

F

PBS

Celebrate the beauty of diverse religious
traditions by taking part in Religious Founders
Day. The event will bring together an Episcopal
priest, a Muslim imam, a Hindu, and a Jewish
rabbi to talk about the great legacies that their
founders left to humanity and the world. The
event will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Pigott
Auditorium.
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36. Measuring

action

37. Gave
38. Store event
39. Disaster grp.
40. Stop
41. Jedi Kenobi
42. CDCP organ
44. Lily variety
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66. Central aspect
67. Emptiness
68. Bulgarian city
69. Wise men
70. Agreements
J.Adrian Munger | The Spectator

24. Exclamation
25. Religious figure
26. Flower parts
29. Information
32. Mauritanian city
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Across:
1. Place for paper
5. Steel firm
10. Actor Christian
14. Dry
15.Love
16. Actor Rickman
17. Unit of mass
18. Allude
19. Manga
20. Mystery
22. Acid buffer
23. Helps
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JI J j"! SPEAKER
I Frank Meeink

Student Activites will bring Frank Meeink to
campus. He will discuss how his violent childhood in South Philadelphia set him on a path to
be in prison by age 18. In prison he befriended
men he used to think he hated, including men
of different races. Shortly after being paroled,
Frank defected from the white supremacy movement. He now speaks on behalf of the AntiDefamation League, and has appeared on MTV
and other national networks in his efforts to
stop the hate. The event will begin at 7 p.m. in
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READING

Fortune Sons

Is the urban jungle getting to you? Do you
long for the simplicity of nature? Do you still
secretly love the song "I'm Like A Bird?" Join
the Seattle U Grounds Crew as they have lunch
watching the birds from 11:30 a.m. -1 p.m. on
the Union Green.

Reckless Endangerment
Feb. 9,11:40 p.m.

I
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45. Place
46. Oil

47. Highschooler
48. God of grain
49. Federal defense group
50. Code breaker grp.
51. Story
54. Forestry grp.
57. Act righdy
61. Object of worship
62. Become excited
64. Actor Rickman
65. Magma

Down:
j Destiny
2. Metal
3. Zsa Zsa movie
4. Soy bean
5. Actress Jessica Parker
6. Dedicative poem
7. High bed
8. Volume of 2D object
9. Ballad
10. Long yellow fruit
11. Tibetan poet
12. Groud
13. Excited molecule, for short
21. Not a solid
26. Dutch scientist

27. Latin food
28. Wipe away
29. Actress Ashley
30. Saying
31. Mountain
33. Work
34. Nigerian city
35 Heredity material

43. Irish poet
48. Rockefeller education grp.
50. Allows
51. Bathroom floor
52. First man
53. Adoration
55. Ask for help
56. Made a melody
58. Skin cream additive
59. Obsessed with image
60. Ceases
63. Golf starter
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Campus Voice:
What do you think
of the House of
Representatives' new
budget proposal
which cuts funding for
NPR and PBS?

Sam Howard
Sophomore, Biology Major

Karleigh Sandwith
Junior, Nursing Major

Blake MacLearnsberry
Junior, Accounting Major

"PBS is ballin', so that kind of

"It wouldn't be good."

"I don't like it. I'd rather listen
to NPR than any other radio
station."

sucks."

"I dont understand why they would do that.
We're supposed to be the 'land of the free' but
how can we be free without education?"
Sylvia Hadnot
Freshman, Humanities Major

Interviews and photos by Sy Bean | Spectator

BE PART OF A SPECIAL NIGHT AT KEYARENA
FEB 22 WASHINGTON VS. SEATTLEU KEYARENA 7:10
*

STUDENTS/FACULTY/STAFF TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
STUDENT CENTER

(Two free tickets per student ID. Tickets available at Key Arena Box Office on game day)

BUSES TO KEYARENA START AT 5:30, PICK UP AT THE
UNIVERSITY SEAL; CONTINUOUS SERVICE, RETURN ANYTIME
CAMPUS TAILGATE STARTING AT 4:30 ON GAMEDAY
RALLY TOWEL GIVEAWAYAT KEYARENA
*

*

*

WEARR^^^U)UD
GOSEATTLEU.COM
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Black

History

Month

MO

Discussing race in America beyond tokenism and statistics, learning to

Acknowledging differences, social
challenges & celebrating community
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer

In a weeks time, the smooth melodies of
Caramel Latte, a sweetly named Seattle jazz
and funk band, will fill the Hawk's Nest Bistro.
Brave students will also have a chance to perform. On Feb. 23, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Seattle University's Black Student Union
(BSU) will host an open mic night.
The event is a reflection of the unions desire
to foster connections with the university's community. Since the beginning ofthe 2010-2011
academic year the BSU has striven to connect
with people outside of the club as well as with
organizations beyond Seatde U.
"So far we've started branching out to the
universities in our community, Seattle Central,
UW, SPU," said junior Chantel Lowe, a member of the BSU. "Our next step is going to
be to do volunteer work in the high schools,
Garfield, Franklin."
Lowe hopes that eventually she and other
members oftheBSU will offeracademic tutoring and mentorship.

"I think there's a lack [of] African American
representation in the education system," she
said. "We want to show that, you know, we're
here, and that we're educationally inclined,
and that college is an option everyone should
consider."

I think there's a lack

[of] African-American
representation in the
education system.
Chantel Lowe
Junior

The union's sailings have not always been
so

smooth.
When Tim Wilson, director of student

activities and the current staffadvisor to the
BSU, assumed his consultative role seven
years ago, the union was struggling to
revitalize itself.
[The BSU] didn't have a lot of
support from the students," said
—Wilson. "It's gone through
its ups and downs... I think
it's in a good place now."
Wilson began working at
Seattle U in 2004, and two
weeks i nto his new position
the former BSU advisor accepted a job at the University
of Washington. Student acV
tivities asked him to fill the
role, which he has occupied
ever since.
Even as the BSU works to
expand its network, Wilson
believes they're also focusing
"

on inner-group connectivity.
During winter quarter the union
meets every Wednesday from
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
"They're spending a lot of time together," he said. "That's always a good thing
to see."
According to Lowe, another of the BSU's
current focuses is social justice.
"We understand there are issues affecting
our community, and somebody's got to step up
and play a part in fixing those," she said. "We
want to make sure we're doing our part."
Despite momentous events, like the election of Barack Obama as president, social
injustices are still inflicted upon minority
communities. Neither Lowe nor Wilson believes the United States has become a postracial society.
"I don't know that there's anything wrong
with noticing racial differences," Wilson said.
"But it's when those differences are used to
penalize some... [that] student groups like

theBlack
Student Union
and the United Filipino
Club are so important."
"I think race does play a big role in our
everyday lives, in everything from academics
to the job market to social economic status," Lowe said. "That's not to say we haven't
made great strides
I think Black History
Month should focus on the strides we've
made and can be used for those even bigger
strides that we want to make."
...

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Number of men aged 25-2
incarcerated in 2009*
1/10 Black male
••••••••<
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1/25 Hispanic male
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1/64 White mal<
Sonya

Ekstrom
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Chantel Lowe, senior Psychology and Humanities major, is president of Seattle U's
Black Student Union and has been a strong presence in the club for two and a half
years.
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*According to Human Rights Watch

Pierce | The Spec
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celebrate differences and being contemplative about the question of race
Census Bureau). So, what does it mean to say
we are a post-racial nation when the numbers
suggest otherwise?
"We're not post-racial," said sociology professor Gary Perry. "We're posttalking about race."
With the rise ofthe multi-racial and
multi-cultural movement, some ethnic
groups are becoming

less visible.
And the issue

I

|iB

complicated

is

further
considering races are
not measured
uniformly across
government agencies. A 20-year-old
student named

1

K

I:

ft

Michelle LopezMullins who is

fe

F»>

H

Chinese, Irish,
Shawnee and
Cherokee descent is count-

I

ed as "Hispanic"
Wr
by the Board of
Education but the
NationalCenter for Health statistics
would count her both as "Asian" and
"Hispanic," according to a Feb. 9 New
York Times article by Susan Saulny.
During the 2010 census, individuals
had the option of checking a box marked
"mixed race," making counting all the more

complicated.
While trivial

to some,

racial statistics

help government agencies consider
disparities in health, education,
employment and housing,

'post-racial'?
Frances Dinger

Editor-in-Chief
Since Barack Obama became the first black

president in 2008, the word "post-racial" has
been liberally used by some media groups.
We are, according to some, at a point in our
country's history when we can be past race but
minorities are still incarcerated at a disproportionate rate to whites and are more often living
below the poverty line, especially in urban areas
(whites outnumber minorities in the case of
poverty in rural areas, according to the U.S.

records prevent them from being hired in
good-paying jobs or getting home loans.
"It locks them out of upward mobility,"
she says.
Because ofhistorical patterns, most wealth
is created by inheritance. So, a person ofcolor
might hold the same mid-level job as a nonHispanic white person but if the job goes away,
theformer is less likely to have a financial cushion because previous generations did not hold
jobs at the same level. So, even when upward
mobility is possible, it can be threatened by

family history.

"The racial categories we have now," Davis
said, "While imperfect, are used to combat
civil rights violation. There are political and
legal implications for whatever you list on the
census form."
This is an issue much more complicated
than can be addressed by a single article but
the first step to understanding is beginning a
discussion. Davis believes in showing students
the facts disparities in opportunity between racial groups and letting them come to their own
conclusions.
"If your life doesn't intersect with [someone with theselife experiences], you might not
even see it as an issue," Davis said. "We just
have to keep talking about it." •
Change comes by keeping societal problems within our frame of reference.
"Do we need to be post-race?" Davis asked.
"That's a debate that is legitimate that we need
to have."

Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com

of Peruvian,

•.

What is

which are then often boiled down to food, fun
and festivities.
"The conversation about race in our country remains at what I like to call a physical
and symbolic level," Perry said, considering
many conversations about race have to do
with a persons skin color. "But race is a social
construct."
Part of beginning the discussion must
come from helping people understand the
experience of others. In the classroom,
Perry conducts an exercise in which students must make a budget for a family
with teenage children based on recorded
racial incomes in Seattle. Students often
find the model middle-classwhite family
has a more comfortable budget and more
options compared to a Hispanic or AfricanAmerican family.
Perry sees a need to discuss race and how
it affects individuals in all aspects oflife. Study
of race can sometimes be limited to a Core
sociology class. The discussion begins with
identifying exclusionary language we use on
a daily basis.
"[Students] begin to understand race is a
construct and has a tendency to exploit difference," Perry said. "That's where racism
finds its teeth. Difference begins to be seen
as natural."
The issue moves beyond one of identity and
into one of privilege and opportunity. Political
science professor Angelique Davis says, because
of high incarceration rates of minorities, a large
number of individuals in these groups are
permanendy relegated to second-class citizenship once they get out of jail because criminal

ASIAN or P
ISLAND

among other protections.
So, where are we in the race
A r(
discussion when even government agencies are someAMERICAN INDI
times unsure how to group
or ALASKA NATI
individuals? Does a moveOH/
ment for "mixed race" mean
/O
■ O
we are moving toward greater
equality or acceptance?
"Symbolically, there's this
idea that we've arrived at a place
absent of race," Perry said. "[...] It's
not that we're post-racial, but the mixing we're
seeing indicates race doesn't matter."
Perry emphasized that what we see in the
media from minority celebrities is not the reality faced by many Americans ofcolor.
Another problem arises from the question
of what is race and how can it be defined in a
meaningful way? "Ihe race conversation can get
caught up in and confused cultural traditions

Racial Demographics in
the United States*
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Justin Bieber movie proves not half bad
J. Adrian Munger

Staff Writer
As I walked to the ticket counter, I got ready to say
the most embarrassing sentence of my life.
"I'd like a ticket for the 7:40 Justin Bieber in 3D,"
I told the ticket lady.
She raised her eyebrows but didn't say anything as
she sold me the ticket to "Never Say Never." That wasn't
so bad, I thought as I walked into the theater. I expected
the theater to be packed with 14-year-old girls giggling
and talking about how much they love Justin Bieber's
hair. My expectations were shattered when I saw that
the theater was almost empty. There were maybe 15
people there and I wasn't the only guy.
I had a lot of assumptions destroyed that night.
Going into that theater, I had a pretty strong idea of
what I expected the movie to be. Lots of screaming
girls. Immature pop stars. A source of faint irritation.
But I was totally wrong about this movie. It was actually pretty damn cool. Director Jon Chu put together
a compelling and endearing combination of interviews,
home videos and concert footage that seemed designed
to instill respect in the most skeptical viewers. In terms
of proving Bieber's musicianship, the film succeeded.
I couldn't help but be impressed with this kid. It turns
out Justin Bieber is an incredibly talented musician.
Aside from singing, he plays guitar, trumpet, piano
and the drums. I still think his lyrics are crap, but my
respect for the guy is way up.
In terms of an inspirational documentary, however,
the movie failed.
The movie focuses on Justin Bieber's rise to fame,
alternating between his life leading up to his recording deal and the days before his first show at Madison
Square Garden. The concert footage is a lot of fun, as
long as you accept it for what it is: upbeat, fun teen
pop. There's a lot a dancing, lasers and jumping around.
Usher, Ludacris, Boyz II Men, Jaden Smith and Miley
Cyrus all make appearances. The concert producers did
everything they could to make the concerts seem like
an intense hip-hop show, but even Ludacris couldn't
distract from the fact that he's singing to an audience

made almost exclusively of 12 to 16-year-old girls.
The concert footage got to its apex of teen-pop
ridiculousness when they suspended Bieber in
a huge steel cage and flew him around the
arena. Sounds awesome, right? Wrong.
The cage was shaped like a huge heart.
By caving in to the demands of their
teenage audience, the concert planners
somehow failed to make putting musicians in huge steel cages badass.
The movie features interviews with
Bieber's mom Pattie Mallette, his
grandparents, his manager Scooter
Braun, his voice coach Mama Jan
Smith, his security guard Kenny
Hamilton and countless others who
try to paint a picture of the boy behinc
the music. Oddly, they never actuall)
interview Bieber himself. We neve
get to hear him describe what its lik<
to be the youngest musician ever to
sell out Madison Square Garden. All
the candid moments of Bieber try to
show us that he's just a normal kid;
playing basketball and eating pizza, but
the camera shies away from him when
he starts to have a tantrum because his
throat hurts. To be honest, it doesn't seem
like Bieber has much of a personality. Maybe
that's why "Never Say Never" fails as a documentary about his life. He just isn't controversial. He's
a cute, if bland, kid who made it big. There's no
conflict, no drama, nothing that actually makes
his early life interesting.
If you see this movie, and there's plenty of reasons to, don't expect to learn about a troubled kid
clawing his way to the top of the music industry.
Don't expect to be inspired to follow your dreams.
But if you're looking for semi-mindless, upbeat teen
pop, this is the movie for you.
J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com

Trevor Brown | The

Spectator

Bill seeks to attract filmmakers to Washington state
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Heath Ledger swept Julia Stiles off her
feet on the field ofTacoma's Stadium High
School in "10 Things I Hate About You."
Before that, Tom Hanks strolled down the
sidewalks outside of Pike Place Market
in

"Sleepless in Seattle." Angelina Jolie

even took in

a

Mariners' game

at

Safeco

Field in her otherwise forgettable "Life or
Something Like It."
The state of Washington has provided a
scenic backdrop for a handful of popular
movies over the past few decades— but
only a handful.
Motion picture, television and commercial productions tend to gravitate towards
states or foreign countries, like Canada, that
offer them financial incentives in the form
of tax credits and rebates. According to the
Washington Legislature, 44 states currently
employ incentive programs to attract outof-state film and television productions.
A group within the state legislature
believes that the tax credit Washington's
film incentive program offers to motion
picture and television productions should
be expanded and extended. Senate Bill
5539 (SB 5539) was recently introduced
to the Washington State Senate to extend
the state's current film incentive program
to 2017, a program which would otherwise
expire on July 1, 2011.
"As we say in legislative jargon, we

would reauthorize the program," said Sen.
Jeanne Kohl-Welles of Seattle, the bill's
primary sponsor.
Washington legislators have long worked
to promote the state as a desirable location
to shoot films, television episodes and commercials. In 2002, they created the Motion
Picture Competitiveness Program (MPCP),
which allowed individuals to donate money
to an incentive fund and receive a credit of
equal value to be used against their business
and occupation tax.
In 2006, the passage of Senate Bill 6558
created Washington Film Works (WFW),

[The legislation] is all
about the creation of jobs
for our wonderful talent.
Abby Dylan
SAG and WFW Board Member

the nonprofit organization that processes
applications for incentive funding. WFW
also raises funds to award

television

or

to motion

picture,

commercial productions.

"Businesses with a business and occupation tax can choose to put that money
towards the fund and receive a dollar
for dollar tax credit," said Amy Lillard,
WFW's executive director. "Currently

we can raise $3.5 million a year using
that mechanism."
As of Feb. 14, SB 5539 would expand
that tax cap to $5 million a fiscal year.
The tax cap would increase $500,000
each year beginning in 2012 and ending
in 2017, ultimately reaching a limit of
$8 million.
SB 5539 would also expand the definition of the types of productions that could
apply for incentive funding to include
interactive media production and add accountability measures that would assess the
effectiveness of the MPCP.
According to Kohl-Welles, producers
estimate that between 2007 and 2009,
the MPCP helped create 2,066 jobs in
Washington, employing everyone from
make-up artists to caterers. The method
used to gather those figures proved to be
unreliable, however, so the accountability
measures would require producers to file
official reports demonstrating how many
jobs their production created.
SB 5539 benefits from the support
of state businesses and unions, including Seattle's branch of the Screen Actors
Guild (SAG).
"[The legislation] is all about the creation of jobs for our wonderful talent,"
wrote Abby Dylan, a board member for
SAG and WFW, in a letter displayed on
the Seattle SAG's website.
SB 5539's only detractors are those who
worry that the tax credits the bill offers will

increase Washington's current $4.6 billion
budget deficit. Between 2011 and 2017, the
tax credits would result in the state losing

$45-5 million.

"There are people who don't want tax
breaks, ever," Kohl-Welles said. "In fact, the
bill offers no tax breaks unless the production comes to

Washington."

A committee of state legislatures convened to assess the MPCP estimate that
for every dollar the film industry spends in
Washington, it generates $1.99 ofrevenue
for local economies.
"So far we have provided $14 million in
funding assistance through the program,"
Lillard said. "And in return for that we've
brought in about $55 million in direct
spending to the economy."
According to Lillard, WFW also
works to get health and retirement benefits for Washington workers hired by
production companies.
Whatever the outcome of SB 5539, it
will not alter the still-painful fact that the
Evergreen State missed out on one of its biggest potential motion picture productions
in recent history: the Twilight films, which
instead shot in Canada and Oregon. KohlWelles used the loss as a selling point for the
bill in a Feb. 7 address to the Senate.
"Our vampires," she said, "should stay
in

Washington."

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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'Portlandia' skewers hipster culture
Kassi Rodgers
News Editor

If you haven't heard someone say, "Put
bird on it" or "Cacao" recently, you and
your so-called friends are missing out. Part
sketch comedy, part cultural magnifying
glass, "Portlandia" is the brainchild of SNL
actor Fred Armisen and former member of
the band Sleater-Kinney, Carrie Brownstein
and is shot in Portland, Ore.
The show, hyperbolic in its impersonation of the beautiful people of the
Pacific Northwest, forces Portlanders and
Seattleites alike to take a good hard look
at the things that make us awesome. We
a

have the keen insight to know that you can't
go to any restaurant in Portland and get a
biography of the chicken you are about to
eat or that no one in their right mind would
give away their fixed gear bike because they
saw a suit riding one, but that's what makes
it genius.
The first episode opens with Jason
(Armisen) eagerly describing life in Portland
as "A Dream of the 905," convincing his
friend Melanie to visit this unbelievable
place where the Bush administration seems
to have never happened and where young
people go to retire. Not only can you go to
clown school in Portland, but you can also
take pleasure in doing absolutely nothing

and sleeping in 'til 11.
The characters in Portlandia are models
ofmoral imperatives including the hazards
of not eating local and organic and not
completely using the contents of a shipping package. Parallels between the show's
exaggerated plot and "real life" can be seen
in the adult hide- and- seek league which
seems a whole lot like Cal Anderson dodge
ball games.
Sure, we're idealistic and think that compost is as normal as toast. We hike, we bike,
we put birds on things for the heck of it,
and we like it. We are okay with waiting a
year to get a book from our local feminist
bookstore and appreciate the necessity of

sexual safe words. Some of us don't work
and are more than content to

too hard,
do so.

The good people at IFC announced on
Monday that they would be renewing the
show for a 10 episode second season. The
larger implications of the popularity of a
show like Portlandia are telling. When we as
a culture revel in our intentional obscurity
and then that suddenly becomes popular,
therefore not obscure, can we react appropriately? Will we soon be saying Portland
or Seattle is so over?

Kassi may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Students lust in
anonymity on
'LikeALittle.com'
Ellie White
Staff Writer

popular on other college campuses,
like the University ofWashington, for
while now. The websites increasing
wondering whethhas
chance
erthe site
a
on such a small
it
campus where is highly likely you
have a friend in common with that
mysterious stranger.
"I think the whole thing is silly."
said Meghan Cummings, freshman
nursing major. "It would be too
weird meeting someone because of
LikeALittle because you would see
them all the time on campus."
Seattle Us small student population presents a problem for flirters
who are trying to maintain anonymity, as many students have pointed
out. It is not uncommon for those
who are written about to be identified by name by curious visitors to the
site. Less likely, the person doing the
flirting is identified. Maybe it is the
risk, as some students suggest, that
keeps people checking LikeALittle.
Adelman finds the site very entertaining, but does not believe it has
staying power. Unlike UW, "we're not
so big that people only sporadically
connect, but [Seattle U is] a small
campus so I was surprised. But then
the question arises, why would people
use that on such a small campus?"
The demographics may not be
in our favor either. The student
population is 61 percent female.
Adelman suggests that this may have
a lot to do with why LikeALittle is
such a success. "The numbers don't
bode well."
At other schools, classrooms provide a typical dating atmosphere, but
for many students the demographics
do not work in theirfavor. Most classes have a noticeably higher ratio of
female to male students, after all. "It's
a small grazing ground compared to
other schools."
Adelman adds, "I can only think
that part of the fun of these sites is
the anonymity that it provides, except I'm sure most people can figure
out who they are here."
Maybe Valentine's Day made
everyone a cynic, but many people,
including Adelman, do not believe
LikeALittle will last. "It takes out the
romance," she said. "You would go
through the same process ifyou were
looking for an apartment."
a

Saturdays

toga party.

Anyone can submit a post, which
must include the hair color and gender of the person you're stalking and
the location where you spotted them.
No one is safe. If not on guard and
at your best when working out at the
Connolly Center or studying in the
library, no one will probably ever love
you, or at least virtually express it.
Ever since Seattle U got its own
LikeALitde (only two weeks ago)
students have been constandy posting anonymously about theirfavorite
on-campus stalking victims. That is,
when they are not checking the site
for posts matching their description:
"Brunette female in the library, wearing a sweatshirt. Could that be me?"
On rare occasion, someone will
respond to a post supposedly written about them and express a mutual
desire to connect. More frequendy,

people respond with a name or
more details of the person described
in the post, allowing further harmless Facebook stalking to take place.
More often than not wishful readers
respond to the post asking for more
details in hopes that their hypotheses
are correct.

Mara Adelman, a communicaprofessor at Seattle U, has studied online dating services and has her
own theories about what keeps flitters
glued to the site.
"We call it stranger danger.
People are more likely to take risks
on the internet because a virtual
person is far less intimidating than a
tions

real person."
LikeALitde has been extremely

success has people

Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com
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I

Nowadays you can do anything
you want on the Internet. It is impossible to imagine a time when we
could not watch cat videos and the
Domino's Pizza Tracker, while blogging about how great it all is.
Obviously, the online world also
provides valuable dating services that
require the same impersonal charm
and socialskills one needs to purchase
a couch on Craigslist.
It seems like Seattle University
is the last school to go crazy for
LikeALitde, essentially a school specific version of the Strangers I SAW
Us. The site allows normal people
to flirt anonymously with fellow
students they see around campus,
like at the Connolly Center or last

sales and entrepreneurial program
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Students earn on average
$8,000 for the summer with
college credits, open to all
majors. Students must be
willing to travel.
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What's in store this winter at the Lee Center:
Love triangles and social constraints abound in 'Nora'

Lindsey Wasson

|

The Spectator

Kacey Shiflet plays the eponymous character in the Lee Center's winter production of "Nora." Robert Keene acts alongside as Nora's husband, Torvald.

A lone girl weeps for her husband. Her
box of a world is falling apart, and each
tear that falls to the ground only speeds
along the collapse of everything she knows
and loves.
Friends are no help, they won't
solve anything.
Enter Nora Helmer. Her emotions betray her the same way her friends and loved
ones have, totally and completely. There is
no recourse but to press on.
"Nora," the Lee Center's winter production, is an adaptation of "A Doll's
House" by Henrik Ibsen. This particular

There are times after
rehearsal where I'd go
home, break down

and just start crying.
Kacey Shiflet
"Nora"

adaptation by Ingmar Bergman

is

simply

shortened version of the 1879 original,
cutting the two and a half hour play into
one seamless 90 minute production.
"Nora" is very much an emotional,
compacted character study. The play is
a

to center around
the main character, Nora Helmer, as she
struggles through the whole spectrum of
human emotion.
Nora deals with the pangs of raising children, being a good wife for her
husband, navigating a treacherous love
triangle between her, her husband and
her best friend among other pivotal

physically designed

Fernando Sioson
News Editor

story elements.

By the end, the audience should feel
myriad empathy for the tragic figure.
Sadness and despair are two particular
emotions this production aims to convey;
yet at the same time the story is very much
a coming out tale for the main character.
"Nora is a woman who feels trapped
within the confines of her role in society,"
said Kacey Shiflet, junior theatre major
who plays the main character. "Her husband is sexually subservient to her, yet
[Nora] is still stuck in the confines of
her marriage."
Nora's husband, Torvald, is the male
empathetic character in the play, one of
only four other characters total in the entire production. Torvald and Nora possess
a mutually parasitic relationship. He feeds
on her as much as she feeds on him. The
emotional ramifications of such a dynamic
take their toll both on and off the stage.
As Shiflet describes it, though playing a
character in "Nora" is emotionally taxing,
it is more of a help than a hindrance.
"There are times after rehearsal where
I'd go home, break down and just start
crying," Shiflet said. In reference to having
emotional support while piloting this role

Shiflet mentioned senior Robert Keene,
who plays Nora's husband Torvald, was
very important in keeping the two actors
grounded off the set.
Other characters include Christina
Linde, Nora's female friend and confidant,
played by Natalie Stringer; Krogstand,
close friend to both Nora and Torvald;
and Doctor Rank, family physician and
mutual friend.
According to several crew members,

Nora herself earns the privilege of wearing
a

pink-red costume.
The lighting technique

in the play reflects
this notion as well. The spot light is literally and often focused on Nora, which compliments the play's minimalist use of color
as well.
The set changes are very much the
same. Backstage crew members take
their set change cues from the onstage
actions of the character Nora. In most

productions

set

changes

are

Nora is a woman who feels

trapped within the confines
of her role in society [and] the
confines of her marriage.
Kacey Shiflet
"Nora"

despite the full cast of five, "Nora" is a
Nora-centric play and the physical design
of the set reflects that purpose.
The set very much resembles a box, reflecting the nature of Nora's life (all within
a small box). The background and set pieces are mostly white while the furniture in
many of the scenes is mostly black.
Characters not named Nora are dressed
in gray attire for much of the play's single
90 minute act (there is no intermission).

dependent

schedule. In "Nora" they are
closely tied in to the "wants and desires"
of the main character; the set changes as
she does.
The soundtrack is piano-driven, unlike
last year's "Carthaginians" which featured a
soundtrack led by the stylings ofFlogging
Molly. In addition, Fine Arts professor
Rosa Joshi, who directed "Carthaginians,"
returns to direct Nora.
"Nora" was originally meant to run as
part of a three production set. The second
play is titled "Miss Julie" while the third is
titled "Scenes from a Wedding."
From a New York Times article reviewing the entire set on Broadway, Mel
Gussow called the set "one of the greatest
triumphs of the theatre season," mentioning the character ofNora to be "charmingly
seductive, intelligent and beautiful."
"Nora" will run at the Lee Center from
Feb. 16 to Feb. 27 while the student-run
"Julie" will run from Feb. 25 to Feb. 27.
on a set

Fernando may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Students lead production of new winter play 'Julie'
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer
Seattle University's first student produced and directed play, "Julie," will open
Feb. 24 at 10:30 p.m. The school sponsored "Nora" will have a show earlier that
same evening.
"Julie" is being produced by junior theatre major Zoey Belyea and directed by
senior Ji Eun Kim. It is part of a trifecta
of plays written by Ingmar Bergman that
includes "Nora," "Julie" and "Scenes From
a Marriage." The thematic overlapping of
"Julie" and "Nora" helped Belyea convince
the theatre department to let her try a
student production on campus.
"It was a great opportunity because

In 'Julie' both the characters

want something they're
not supposed to want.
Zoey Belyea

Producer

we said 'oh we're going do the other part
of what you are already doing.' It was a
great way to convince the department,"
said Belyea.
"Julie" will stand on its own, however.
Though it plays right after "Nora," there is
an intermission between the two and they
are not billed as a single performance.
"If you buy a ticket for 'Nora' you're
not expected to stay for Julie," Belyea
said. But the cast, crew, and management of "Julie" are still hoping for a

good turnout.
And "Julie"

is certainly of the moment
for Seattle U. "Julie" traces the social conflicts and divergent desires of the main
character, Countess Julie and a servant
named Christine. The two women struggle with their desire for the benefits of the
other's life in something of a prince and
pauper narrative.
"In 'Julie' both the characters want
something they're not supposed to want,"
Belyea said.
But what makes the play especially
relevant to the Seattle U community is

its thematic exploration of class, and
class consciousness.
Actor Joshua Holguin, junior, explained the central message of the play
thus: "It's really about equality, there are
strong socio economic distinctions in the
play. We want the audience to realize we're
all equal human beings," said Holguin.
Nothing really could be more Seattle
U then a play that discusses the incredibly complex relationship we all have to
our own status and the struggle for equality in our relationships and in the world

been about personal growth, more than

anything else.
"I'm learning a lot about humans and
myself. In such an intense play the actors
have to go to places where they never went
before or where they are scared to go. As
a director, one of my struggles is to help
them get there safely," said Kim.
For the Seattle U community, it's an
opportunity to go there with them.

"When you strip a person of everything, what you leave is a soul,"Kim said,
explaining the central theme of "Julie."
Seattle U seems to be doing a little soul
searching these days as well, so this play
may be just the thing to remind us of our
values and our mission.

Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com

large.
Belyea hopes that despite drama's low
profile on campus, the new play will
attract the attention of students and
staff. Fighting for students' attention
has been difficult'for those involved in
the production.
"If you could just write in really bold
at

letters THERE IS A THEATER ON
CAMPUS...'" Belyea said, a state ofthe art
theater at that. Seattle REP director, and
rising star Braden Abraham told Belyea
the Lee Center for the Arts is his favorite
space in Seattle, which is why she finds
it frustrating that it is so little known to
Seattle U students.
But, with any luck, the production of
"Julie" and increasing student involvement in theater outside of the department
will help remedy the situation. "Maybe
this will raise awareness that there's more
drama at Seattle U than just the drama
department. There's an artist community
here for students," Holguin said.
And for the students who are in that
community this is an exciting time. For
Belyea, it's experiences like these that keep
her coming back to theatre.
"The thing that makes me know I want
to have theater in my life is having experiences taking ownership of a show,"
Belyea said.
For Kim, it's not even about the finished
product, it's more about the process.
"I'm not too concerned about making
mistakes. Let's just stay on the moment
and do what we can to the fullest."
Though that is a pretty laissez-faire approach to theatre, its made for a rewarding experience. The theatre department
of course, is invested in the finished project, and "Nora" is especially focused on
presentation. But for the cast of "Julie,"
some of whom auditioned for but did
not receive parts in "Nora," the play has

Candace

Shankel | The Spectator

Zoey Belyea is producing the student led "Julie," which stars Joshua Holguin.

Scratch invites students to show off their stuff
John Beaton
Staff Writer

Before you make your respective plans for
spring break it might be a good idea to first take
a trip down to the Lee Center and check out an
event tided,

'

"Scratch."
Scratch, according to the Fine Arts department's website, is a periodic open forum for
students to express themselves. This event gives
students the opportunity to present a short work
(roughly three to five minutes) involving any kind
of performance art. It would seem that the sky is
thelimitfor what students can submit considering
that almost any medium, as long as it be one that
can be performed, is acceptable. Some examples of
what has generally been performed at these events
include theatre, poetry, drawingand music, just to
name a few standards.
"I'm still waiting to see a magician and a comedian [perform at this event]," said Josh Holquin,
this year's event organizer.
Holguin said that he has seen many

different genres performed at these events but
hoping to see some that have yet to make
their appearance.
Participants, as well as, guests need not be part
the
of Fine Arts department. All the student must
do is bring talent, and hopefully confidence, to
perform in a creative safe-haven for other students.
However, if any student finally musters up the
courage to be heard or seen then they will have to
submit their application to do so by Feb. 18. This
will give the participants plenty of time to practice
before the actual event on March 4.
Holguin, a junior theatre major and creative
writing minor has been reading poetry, one ofhis
favorite artistic mediums, at Scratch for the past
two years and says that this year he is very excited
to see who is going to step up.
When asked whether or not this years Scratch
would be different from the others, Holguin
replied that it really depends on what kind of
submissions he receives. Overall Holguin has
claimed that there is generally a split, regarding what kinds of submissions are performed,
is still

between music and poetry.
Holguin also hopes to diversify the performances and performers by seeing more of Seattle
University's largest freshmen class participate. So
far he said that he, "has not seen any freshmen
perform," but certainly likes, and encourages, the
idea of more of them submitting applications.
Students who might be apprehensive about
performing or applying need only consider how
Holguin got involved. Holguin, who primarily
specializes in theatre, decided that he wanted to
read poetry instead. Holguin said that he has
been writing poetry since middle school and has
claimed that he has been getting better at it over
the years, thanks in no small part to events like
this. So if you have a creative skill that you care
about, perhaps this event, or events like this, will
offer an opportunity to not only share with others what you create but also improve your skill in
that field.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator
"

DATES TO
REMEMBER AT

THE LEE CENTER
NORA
FEB. 16 to FEB. 27
JULIE
FEB. 25 to FEB. 27
SCRATCH

MARCH 4
APPLICATIONS DUE

FEB. 18
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Roadrunners run past women's basketball
J. Adrian Munger

in the final minutes, with weak

Staff Writer

offense and multiple turnovers,
allowing Cal State to dominate

In an intense and fast paced
game, the Seattle University
women's basketball team lost
to Cal State Bakersfield last
Saturday at Connolly Center.
The 77-71 Redhawk loss was
Seattle U's last home game of
the season. The Redhawks were
coming off of a pair of wins
against Long Beach State and
Eastern Washington.
The game started with fastpaced offense from both teams,
but Cal State pulled ahead
with an 11-point lead halfway
through the first half. Seattle U
fought to keep the Roadrunners'
lead down to a minimum for
the rest of the quarter, with senior Salena Dickerson leading
the Redhawks with 12 points
and four rebounds in the first
half. Seattle U trailed by nine
at halftime.
The Redhawks exploded in
the second half, with freshman
Ashley Ward and senior Tatiana
Heck bringing Seattle U within
five points just minutes into
the second half. The two teams

battled for the lead with Cal
State staying ahead until Amani
Butler tied the game six minutes
into the half. Five minutes later,
a score by Sylvia Shephard gave
the Redhawks the lead, 56-55.
The game was broken up
when a technical foul was called
on Cal State head coach Tim La
Kose, who responded by shouting at the referees, earning him
another technical and an ejection from the game.
As La Kose was being escorted
out of the building, junior Elle
Kerfoot made all four of the free
throws. The Redhawks then led
by five, but the Roadrunners
pushed back and tied the game
with five minutes left in the
game. The Redhawks fell apart

the end of the game and

eventu-

ally win by six points.
"I thought we did a very good
job coming out of halftime. . .
[but] we needed to move better. We lost our mental toughness," said Seattle U head coach

Joan Bonvinici.
The Redhawks gave up
turnovers, which the
Roadrunners turned into 22
points. The Redhawks dominated the rebound game, how-

21

ever,

pulling down 47

to

the

Roadrunners' 40.
Heck was a key player for
Seattle U. She dominated the
center game, leading the team
in rebounds, with a season
high of 11. Heck also scored
seven points.
"We didn't give up," said
Heck after the game. "We just
aren't a team that gives up."
Dickerson was instrumental
in the Redhawks competitive
second half. She scored 15 points
in the game, 12 in the first half.
Dickerson also grabbed nine rebounds and had two blocks.
"We made one too many mistakes," said Dickerson. "They
took advantage of that."
Kerfoot led the Redhawks in
scoring, with 18 points. Kerfoot
was perfect from the free throw
line, scoring six points off Cal
State fouls.
Cal State now has a record of
15-11, while Seattle U falls to
7-18 in the regular season.
Seattle U will wrap up their
2010-11 season on the road
with five games in the coming
weeks. Next, they will head to
California for a pair of games at
UC Davis on Feb. 18 and at UC
Santa Barbara on Feb. 20.
Sy Bean | The Spectator

J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com

Seattle U's Ashley Ward looks to break through Cal State's Breana Fields (left) and Tamiko Davis. The
Redhawks lost the game, 77-71.

Former women's basketball star takes skills to SPD
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Middle school rarely provides the type of
inspirational moments that stay with people
their whole lives. However, this was not the
case for Michele Hackett.
The 1989 Seattle University graduate
and basketball star got her start playing
basketball in seventh grade, and her love
for the sport hasn't dwindled since.
"I started playing because I had friends
that were playing," said Hackett. "I remember sitting on the bench during one of our
games, and the high school coach came up
to me and told me to keep working hard because one day 1 would start for the team."
She went on to not only to start, but lead
that team to a first place finish at state, in
addition to two other top five finishes.
After her success in high school, Hackett
came to Seattle U to further pursue her basketball career, attracted to the program because of the friends she already had on it,

and the people working with the team.
"Looking back now, I can see how valuable people are, although at the time it was
probably more about basketball," Hackett
said. "It was the camaraderie through the
good and bad times and getting through
challenges together that stayed with me."
The idea of teamwork is especially important for Hackett now in her career as a
detective in the undercover narcotics unit
of the Seattle Police Department, a position she has been in for 16 years, winning
Detective of the Year and Officer of the Year
awards in the process.
However, her success in her career almost
didn't happen due to her love of basketball.
Because Hackett red-shirted her sophomore
year due to injuries, she had one more year
of eligibility after graduating with her degree in criminal justice. At the same time,
she was offered a job on the police force,
giving her a choice between playing out
her last year of eligibility or taking a job as
an officer.

"I've always been responsible to a fault.
I chose the smart thing to do, because I
knew basketball wouldn't be there," Hackett
said. "The decision still haunts me today.
Even though it's not a big deal in the grand
scheme, it meant so much to me then."
Despite choosing her career over basketball, Hackett was able to take the lessons from basketball to her career in law

enforcement.
"It takes a team, and what we do is not
based on individual assignments," Hackett
said. "That all stemmed from the team concepts and value of teammates in my life."
In addition to excelling on the court,
Hackett excelled in the classroom, graduating as salutatorian from her high school.
She lauds her Seattle U education, crediting
it with her success in her field.
"It speaks highly of the education I received in my ability to grasp what's necessary and document it," Hackett said.
Hackett's former Seattle U coach Dave
Cox agrees, emphasizing how her hard

work has always paid off, both on the court
off.
"Her success goes back to her dedication and commitment," said Cox. "She was
very intellectual and analytical, even on
the floor."
Despite the end of her college basketball career, Hackett continues to play basketball for city leagues, and fills up the
rest of her free time with caring for her
two children.
"I would love it if they played basketball,
but I've learned that perhaps it doesn'rmean
as much to others as it does to me," Hackett
said. "I would never force them to play."
The Seattle U tradition may even continue in the Hackett family.
"[My kids] may even someday be
Redhawks," said Hackett. "I really enjoyed
my time there and wouldn't change it
at all."
or

Olivia maybe reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Men's basketball preps for UW
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer

In what RedZone has branded the "Battle for Seattle," the
Seattle University men's basketball team will be facing University
of Washington on Feb. 22 at
Key Arena.
Seattle U will being playing
its second to last game at home
against last year's Pac-10 tournament champions and coach
Cameron Dollar's former team,
where he was an assistant coach
for the Huskies before coming to
Seattle U in 2009.
Regardless of the challenge, the
Redhawks remain undaunted.
"I mean I want to win, that's
the bottom line," said junior forward Gavin Gilmore.
The team is feeling good about
the challenge. Junior Cervante
Burrell, the second highest scorer
on the team last year, has recovered from an injury sustained earlier in the season and the team
feels they will benefit from his
presence on the court.
"I feel like our team is starting to come together, we're in a
good spot," said senior forward
Alex Jones.
Coach Dollar said he's not
nervous for the game; his team

prepared.
"They're ready to have fun and
it's a challenge, obviously, to play
is

against one of the top teams in

the country," said Dollar.
But Dollar does admit to
one concern.
"Actually you know what,
there's one thing that I'm nervous about. I don't want to see
more purple than red in there,"
he said.
Seattle U's Red Zone shares
Dollar's concern.
In order to make sure there is a
full house ofRedhawk fans at Key
Arena on Tuesday, the RedZone
is throwing a tailgate party at the
University Services building at
4:30 p.m. on game day. PHAT,
ROTC and RHA are a few of the
organizations that will be there
supporting the event. There will
be face painting, portable basketball hoops set up and ROTC will
be doing hairstyling. There were
even rumors that alcohol was going to be served at the event, but
that plan was abandoned.
"It got ixnayed. RedZone had
nothing to do with that being
shut down, it was a completely
administrative," said VP of game
day operations Eric Chalmers.
Vans will be leaving to take
students to Key Arena after the
tailgate party. The hope is that
with the pre-game events and
vans, Redhawk fans will outnumber Husky fans at the game,
which tips off at 7:30 p.m.
"We want to build spirit and
excitement right before the game,"
Chalmers said.

The Feb.

5 game against

Portland at Key Arena had the
largest crowd since Seattle U
moved back to the court, so it
would seem school spirit and
athletic enthusiasm are on the
rise. Dollar thinks that this is
good for the school as well as the
basketball team.

Scoreboard

Men's Basketball

j

i

Utah Valley
2/9
63-57 (W)

is starting to come

Women's Basketball

Men's Tennis

—

a good spot.
Alex Jones

2-6 (L)
UC Santa Barbara
2/13
0-5 (L)

I feel like our team

together, we're in

m2

I

UC Davis
2/15
78-88 (L)

—

Wichita State

—-

.

Portland
2/11

Cal State Bakersfield
2/12

1-6 (L)

77-71

Oregon
2/12

Men's Golf

0-7 (L)

SUU Thunderbird Invite
2/14-2/15
7 (tie) of 12

Portland State

Forward
"It's an opportunity for us as
a school to kind of gather and
get together and have fun and
keep building and growing, and
to have the kind of basketball
program that we want to have,"
Dollar said.
As far as RedZone and Dollar
are concerned, this game is also
about community building and
Seattle U pride.
As Chalmers said, "we want
to help build school spirit, and
sports is a great way to do that."

2/12
1-6 (L)

Softball
Western Kentucky

2/11
0-4 (L)
Wchita State

2/11
2-7 (L)
Western Kentucky

2/12
1-7 (L)

Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com

Swimmer takes a dive at cooking, basketball
parties with some guys from
the team once a month and
we recently did an Italian
night in De Laurentiis' honor,"
said Nguyen.
As a junior, Nguyen has been
enjoying off-campus living and
considers cooking for herself just
one of the many fun perks. She
spent her most recent summer
in Seattle rather than returning to her home in Hillsboro,
Oregon and was happy with
her decision.
"In the summer, I just have a
lot of time to explore the city,"
she said. "After being in Seattle,
going back to a small town like
Hillsboro just doesn't cut it."

After being in Seattle,
going back to a small

town like Hillsboro

just doesn't cut it.
Tina Nguyen

Junior
Sy Bean | The Spectator

Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
If you think studying and
staying fit is all that can be said
of the lives of college athletes,
think again. Tina Nguyen of
women's swimming is a marketing major who loves hanging with friends, watching college basketball and especially
cooking.

and
the
more interested in
Food
Network's constant "how-to"
type programming, Nguyen and
her roommates obtained a Giada
De Laurentiis cookbook. For
those of you who don't know, De
Laurentiis hosts a cooking show
much like many of the Food
Network celebrities, only she
specializes in Italian cuisine.
"We have these dinner
After becoming

more

Many of her days were spent
enjoying Seattle's moderate summer temperatures and relaxing
at Madison Park.
As far as academics are concerned, Nguyen chose marketing in order to avoid the overly
number-oriented side of the
business world.
"I knew I wanted to be in
the business school, but I'm not

good at math," she said.
"I really like the creative side
of advertising."
She expects to stay in Seattle
very

again this summer in order to
look for marketing internships
and to once again take advantage of the few months of
sunny Seattle.
Head swim coach Kat
Cuevas had nothing but good
things to say about Nguyen's

performance.
"Tina is great," said Cuevas.
"She keeps practice lively without being a spaz about it."
Cuevas also mentioned that
during the team's most recent
Nguyen had a bit of a
breakthrough and proved herself to be and important team
leader.
"She has a really positive attitude," said Cuevas. "With the
amount of work we do, sometimes it's hard to do that."
Nguyen has been swimming
for 12 years, and she admits that
she's not all that interested in
playing any other sports. In fact,
she didn't seem to have a whole
lot of faith in the average swimmer's ability to perform outside
the water.
"Any time we do anything on
land, the swim team seems to
get hurt," she laughed. "Over
the winter break, we went running a few times, and every time
someone got hurt."
While she might not necessarily be interested in playing
other sports, she's very enthusiastic about college basketball.

"I love March Madness,"
she said. "I like it better than
watching NBA teams because
they just care about their teammates more."
She was quick to point out,
however, that her love for college basketball doesn't mean she
doesn't love the Portland Trail
Blazers. The team used to be
dubbed the "Jail Blazers" as a result of several unfortunate runins with the law, but Nguyen is
convinced that those days are
behind them.

"They're not having a great
season right now," she said. "But
they'll turn it around."

meet,

Tina is great. She
keeps practice
lively without being
a spaz about it.
Kat Cuevas
Swim Head Coach
Nguyen will have more time
follow her favorite basketball teams after the swim team
rounds out the season at conference championships in Long
Beach, California next week. For
more information on Nguyen
and the swim team, visit goseattleu.com.
to

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
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Distance learning fails
Is the Youth Initiative to go the distance
on the right path?
STAFF

EDITORIALS

As we move forward with increased interest in distance learn-

The Seattle University Youth Initiative (SUYI) has been the
flagship service movement at Seattle U for the past year and a

half.
On paper, the idea is a golden one. With the vast resources
(money, personnel, etc.) at the disposal of this academic institution and the proximity at which nearby Bailey Gatzert community operates, Seattle U is in the best position to uplift the
surrounding community.
In the 2011 President's Report, Sundborg mentions that
problems of poverty and education are "acute in our own
backyard."
The report goes on to emphasize the mutual gain of SUYI,
citing benefits of internship and practical education for students
and obvious charitable benefits for the community. But is SUYI
meant to be more for the university than for the community?
SUYI itself is a great PR tool. For example, 90 percent of the
2011 Presidents Report just details SUYI. No one can deny the
positive influence this program has on the neighborhood, but
people need to understand the initiative from a different standpoint, one that isn't completely selfless.
This initiative, for better or for worse, contributes to the elitist
mask that Seattle U wears in this city. Situated as the crossroads
between Downtown, Capitol Hill, the International District and
the Central District, the sad truth is that much of the surrounding neighborhood populations don't have the economic means
to be on the Seattle U side of this initiative.
At its worst, SUYI is just another way for the university to
flaunt its $30,000 entrance fee in the face of those less fortunate.
It's less "I want to help you" and more "let me help you, because
I should."
The difference is very fine yet important and distinct. The
outcome may be the same, but the motivations involved are
vastly different.

ing, Seattle University's administration should proceed with caution and fully weigh the implications of a transition to online
classes.
University ofWashington has turned to online classes as a way
to fight a dwindling budget and officials at Seattle U claim that
the ability to educate expands as a result of online classes. This
kind of thinking quickly renders the classroom obsolete instead
of honoring it as the academic think tank that it actually is.
The student experience as it stands at Seattle U is highly technological. Between social networks and coursework on Angel,
our time in the classroom may be the only time where we are
forced to tune in to the conversation and tune out all the technical noise.
We eagerly tout the hands-on environment as a tempting
by-product of our small class sizes, but if you can choose to be
present in the classroom or not, why does the size matter? A
strong student-based voice will have to make sure that school
administrators know that any compromise regarding class quality
is not worth the convenience.
It is hard to imagine that distance learning is what the Jesuits
had in mind when they began to pursue their educational mission, but innovation is a necessity for any living and breathing
institution. If it means the difference between obtaining a degree and not graduating on time, very few people will object to
the existence of an online option, particularly during summer
quarter.

As an option to expand the reach of a

Jesuit education

to

professionals or non-traditional students, Seattle U is heading
down a very noble path, but online should not mean a reduction
in quality nor integrity. Maintaining our values while evolving
to meeting a growing demand for education preserves our hardearned reputation and increases the willingness for students to
take on everything Seattle U has to offer.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.
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Arcade Fire sets Grammy Awards ablaze
Kelton Sears

Entertainment Editor
Arcade Fire is very difficult for
me to write about. It's easy to write
about why you dislike something.
It's easy to write about why something is awful and intellectually
pick it apart. It's much harder to
write about why you like something. I love Arcade Fire like cats
love cat nip. Arcade Fire is the only
band whose majesty has made me
consider getting tribute tattoos.
Their music is moving, emotional
and absolutely huge. I think I can
safely say they are currently and
forever will be my favorite band.
It's extremely difficult for me to describe why they're so great without
blathering on like I am now about
cat nip and tattoos and eternity.
To sum it up: Arcade Fire hold an
extremely dear place in my heart.
Needless to say, I was ecstatic

when they completely upset the
Grammys.
Win Butler, the group's frontman, looked just as confused as
everyone else when Arcade Fire's
"The Suburbs" was announced as
the winner of "Album of the Year"
at last weekend's 53rd Grammy
Awards. "What the hell?" were
the first words that Butler said as
he approached the microphone to
receive the award, along with his
dumbfoundedbandmates. Shots of
crowd reactions showed a baffled
audience, clapping politely as they
raised their eyebrows. Arcade Fire,
an indie band, beat out Katy Perry,
Eminem, Lady Antebellum and
LADY GAGA in that category. No
wonder the crowd was taken aback.
The win was pretty much what the
Oxford English Dictionary would
describe as "unprecedented." Indie
kids across the world rejoiced with
a jolt of surprise as they watched

the band, who has become the
equivalent of U2 or The Beatles
for an underground generation,
receive the highest honor in the
music

industry.

What's funny is, the whole
thing shouldn't be surprising.
Arcade Fire were easily the best
candidate for the award. Arcade
Fire's "The Suburbs" is a beautiful record full of heartbreaking
and nostalgic musings on what it
means to grow up in the middle
of nowhere. How fun it can be,
how soul crushing it can be, how
small and lost you can feel walking
around your cul-de-sac and riding
your bike down the sidewalk. The
album says something, it makes a
statement. It is a cohesive piece of
art. And that's what a good record
should be. Art. A good record isn't
good just because it's a collection
of #1 iTunes hits.
Traditionally, Grammy Awards

have simply been handed out to
whoever sold the most. Because of
that, the ratings slipped and the
awards show has toiled away in
irrelevance. Last weekend, when
Arcade Fire won, the Grammys
got a bit more relevant and a bit
more real. Does this mean actual
good music start winning more
Grammys? Will progressive, artful, risk-taking music start getting
some recognition? Who knows,
but this is certainly a step in the
right direction and an absolute
triumph. I don't know what to
say to all those upset Bieber fans

though...
Congratulations Arcade Fire.
You freaking earned it. I'm proud
of you.
Kelton may be reached at

entertainment@su-spectator.
com
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Does anyone really
care about our
national debt?
Chris Richter

Debate Team Columnist
This week President Obama un-

veiled his proposed budget for the
next fiscal year. Despite proposed
in a variety of programs, a defiexpected. This
deficit will be added to an overall
national debt of around $14 trillion. The debt is growing so large
that congress has had to consider
whether to raise the current "debt
ceiling" (the total amount that the
U.S. government is authorized to
borrow to make up for budget deficit). This has prompted many concuts

cit of $1.6 trillion is

servatives,

especially those aligned

with the newly-formed Tea Party,
to argue that eliminating budget
deficits and curbing our national
debt should be prioritized in future
budgets. However, this would be
the wrong approach for Congress
to take.
It seems that these fiscal conservatives become extremely shortsighted when they begin to talk
about the national debt. It was
only a few short years ago that these
same people were praising former
President GeorgeW. Bush for offering tax cuts and stimulus checks (do
you remember that $250 check you
got in the mail?) that have lead us
to the crisis we are in now. Why did
conservatives then choose to forego
revenues to pay down the national
debt? Where was their concern

for "our children's children" then?
Budget surpluses from the years of
the Clinton administration were
squandered for extremely shortterm gains that did not prevent
our economy from dwindling. The
Bush-era tax cuts were a squandered
opportunity for our government to
tackle much more pressing issues.
The most significant costs in our
national budget, and costs that are
only going to rise, are those associated with entitlement programs
such as Medicaid, Medicare and
Social Security. However, we have
not yet heard realistic solutions from
either party to solve these issues. The
only significant solution to be proposed in recent years is the Obama
healthcare plan, which seems to be
on its way to being repealed. Why
can't someone remind Congress that
these rising costs need to be dealt
with for us to have any sort of solution to our continuing debt? Fiscal
conservatives that argue for cuts to
domestic programs thataffect things
like our education and environmental protection must know that in the
bigger picture, none of these cuts
will have an impact until we shore
up our entidement programs.
If people are so concerned about
our rising national debt, I propose
that they start working harder on
finding solutions to the real costs.

The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com

What are we

Tour Bus

learning, really?

Fr. Sundbourg's
Bentley

Parthenon Editorial Board

U-Wire
According

to a new

study,

nearly half of the nation's

un-

dergraduates show almost no
increase in learning in their first
years of college.
The study shows that after
two years in college, 45 percent
ofstudents showed no significant
gains in learning and after four
years, 36 percent showed little
change. The study found that
students also spend 50 percent
less time studying compared with
students a few decades ago.
The book, "Academically
Adrift: Limited Learning on
College Campuses" by Richard
Arum and Josipa Roska, released
these findings based offof transcripts and surveys of more than
3,000 full-time traditional-age
students on 29 campuses nationwide, along with their results on the Collegiate Learning
Assessment, a standardized test
that gauges students' critical
thinking, analytic reasoning and
writing skills.
These studies are an insult to
every university in the United
States.
Is the book trying to infer
our parents are wasting their
money on our education? What
about Ivy League colleges? Are
those students wasting their time
too, just going to the university
merely for its name?
With the economy being
two

the way it is, students have to
work especially hard to compete
in today's workforce. So many
people are being laid off and
looking for jobs, making it even
more difficult for us to compete
with those who have more work
experience.
Graduate colleges are becoming more difficult to enroll
in by increasing their admission
criteria and this study's results
makes it seem as though college
is a waste of time and that we
are not learning anything useful.
But we beg to differ.
College teaches us how to
develop our time-management
skills, enhance our ability to
interact with different types of
individuals, facilitate the acquisition ofknowledge and perhaps
most importantly, discover who
we are. Earning a college diploma may not seem like much of
an achievement to some individuals, but it's a feat many individuals are proud to say they've

accomplished.
The editor may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com

Mechanical

Bull
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CORRECTIONS
In the Feb. 4 article "Forming relationships beyond cultural boundaries" Tsegaye Gebru was referred to
as "she" when he is in fact male. We
regret the error.

public
safety

reports

lastlooks

Safety Assist
Feb. 10, 7:30 p.m.

su-spectator.com/multimedia

Street Art

An elevator was stuck in Campion. The service company
was contacted for respond and
restore service. The students
trapped in the elevator were assisted in exiting.

Street art around Capitol Hill. Photographs by Lindsey Wasson, staff
photographer for the Spectator.

Burglary/Theft
Feb. 11,2:15 p.m.
Public Safety and the SeattlePolice Department received a report
of an LCD television taken from a
residence in Campion. They are
following-up on strong leads.
Safety Assist
Feb. 11, 5 p.m.
Public Safety spotted three students sitting very high up in the
Sequoia tree by Pigott. The students climbed down after being
contacted by Public Safety.
Auto Prowl
Feb. 11,6 p.m.

A student reported a vehicle
window broken and a book and
backpack taken on a city street.
Public Safety and the Police Department are following-up.

Graffiti
Feb. 12,12:30 a.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Police Department investigated
a male non-affiliatefilling in square
boxes on a retaining wall at 10th
Ave. and E. Jefferson.
Fire
Feb. 12, 7:15 a.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Rre Department responded to a
report of a fire in the chapel. Officers found melted candles and
adjacent paper burning. The officers extinguished thefire.
Medical Transport

Feb. 12, 8 p.m.
A student was transported to
the hospital for an ankle injury in
Campion.

Medical Assist
Feb. 12, 10:30 a.m.

A student had run a significant
distance before fainting while in
line in the Student Center. Fire
Department medics checked the
student and released him.
Indecent Liberties

Feb. 12, 12:00 p.m.
A student reported a cab driver
fondled her while dropping her off
in a parking garage. The incident
occurred three weeks ago and
the Police Department and Public
Safety are investigating.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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